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Company mission
To provide high availability of reliable safety products for proffessional users active in 

enviroments with high requirements on quality and performance and survivalability



Our focus: System solutions

We focus on:

Providing a complete solution for your need

Supplying a system of products integrated with eachother, 

instead of just a product

Total system ownership from delivery to repair



Aerial Survivor no-collar life vest
Features and benefits

Unique integration of flotation => no bladder collar 

Fully integrated bladder =>

- no collar interference with helmet, NVG etc

- Superior flotation angle, lift and self-righting

- no pressure on neck and shoulders

- reduced total weight of vest (10-20%)

Modular molle-pocket vest design => flexibility

- easy configuration to various missions and tasks

- cost efficient service & repair

Light-passenger version with removable leg-straps

Standard hoist-version with integrated safety harness 

and lifting points

One-size-fits-all => lower stock cost and easy adaption 

to summer/winter-clothing

Minimum 44 lbs. of buoyancy, Single bladder inflated 

with one 40 gm CO2-cartridge (dual optional)

ACR Locator light and whistle built-in

FAA and CE: pending approval

Survivor w_265 lb man.m4v
Survivor w_265 lb man.m4v


Aerial Survivor no-collar life vest

Available options/versions

Passenger or standard:

- Lite-version with removable leg-straps

- standard-version with integrated safety-harness and front-

lift, 5000 lbs load

Bladder: Single or dual chamber bladder

Inflation: 

- Manual inflation, fixed inflator device (FAA approved vest)

- Manual inflation, Hakley Roberts 841 inflator, serviceable

- Automatic inflation, serviceable

Molle-system: Horizontal/vertical or turned 45 degrees 

(USCG version)

Pocket customization possible (MOQ requirement)



Aerial MURA Quick Release system

Features and benefits

Provides quick release feature for door-gunner/winchman 

during emergency egress situations

Light weight and Fully modular system possible to retrofit 

into Airwarrior ensemble or vest with back-strap

Qualified to 5000 lbs shock load

Environmental specification: MIL-STD-810G and ISO 

16539:2013

Temperature specification: -50C to +70C

First quantities implemented with Swedish AF Blackhawk 

Airwarriror system

Two-step safety pull with a easy-to-find pull-handle

CE safety harness certification: Pending approval



Aerial MURA Quick Release system

Release activation procedure:

Two-step safety pull

Big pull-handle



Integration with other equipment

Various types of modular pockets for breathing unit, personal locator beacon, radio, 

flares, Med-kit, etc are available, and we also make customized pockets to specific

customer requirements.



Aqualung SEA 4500 Survival Egress Air system NEW!

New 4500 psi/300 bar system => 50% More Air 

volume than current system

New compact design => 680 grams, 40% Lighter than 

current

SEA system

Improved balanced Regulator Design and less 

components

New light-weight hybrid Composite 300 bar cylinder, 

2 sizes (13 and 17.5 cuin). Also available in 200 bar 

cylinder

New high-flex light-weight hoses, optional hose 

lengths

New Backward compatible with current SEA-system

DOT-certified system and cylinder (CE pending)



Integration Survivor + SEA egress air unit

The SEA unit can be mounted in the front or back/side, left or right for 

best integration with the cockpit interior. Above the front mount is shown.



Integration Survivor + SEA egress air unit

With an extra integration-panel the SEA unit may be mounted on either left or 

right back/side, for optimal integration with the seat and other interior.


